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Abstract
The human skin is a large-area, multi-point, multi-modal, stretchable sensor, which has inspired the
development of an electronic skin for robots to simultaneously detect pressure and thermal
distributions. By improving its conformability, the application of electronic skin has expanded from
robots to human body such that an ultrathin semiconductor membrane can be directly laminated onto
the skin. Such intimate and conformal integration of electronics with the human skin, namely, smart
skin, allows for the continuous monitoring of health conditions. The ultimate goal of the smart skin is
to non-invasively measure human activities under natural conditions, which would enable electronic
skins and the human skin to interactively reinforce each other. In this talk, I will review recent
progresses of stretchable thin-film electronics for applications to robotics and wearables. Furthermore,
the issues and the future prospect of smart skins will be addressed.
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